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TIMBRE/TONE COLOR
LISTENING; RELATING; DESCRIBING; CREATING; SINGING (Extension only)

grades K-2
Lesson #3: Play and Tell “A Blooming Story”

National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #1:
Creating
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #2:
Performing
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #3:
Responding
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #4:
Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards:
(Progress Points) 
 
A. Demonstrate how musical elements communicate meaning and emotion by [playing, singing 

or] moving to music. 
B. Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a variety of 

cultures. 
C. Create music in simple forms to be performed with dance, drama, or in response to a work of 

visual art.
D. Individually and collaboratively select ideas and a media form of the day to create musical 

pieces.
E. Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, voices, 

ensembles and musical forms. 
F. Form and express opinions about music they hear in [formal and informal, live and] recorded 

performances. 

Critical Thinking Skills (measurable verbs, Bloom’s Taxonomy)
Recognize; describe/discuss/express; demonstrate/practice/use; apply/dramatize

Common Core Connections (language arts or math)
Vocabulary: story, play, characters, opera (2nd grade), conductor, cue, cut-off, gesture (motion), 
transform, tone color

Conceptual Learning (“I can…” or “I demonstrated that music can…”)
Music can tell a story, and can sound like things in nature, objects, events, or stories;
I can dramatize or “act out the story” and include music and sounds.
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Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) or Objectives:
Students will listen to the story while participating with visuals, and dramatize the story by 
choosing various characters or events to represent with music and instruments. Students will 
build upon their previous skill in Lesson #1. Students will create an accompaniment or “sound 
carpet” to the story using instruments within their classroom. Students will evaluate the class’ 
performance, effort, and creativity. (See Assessment: Formative and Summative, and Student 
Evaluations.)

Materials:
• recording of “Spring” (1. Allegro) by Antonio Vivaldi
• medium-to-large space 
• Teacher’s Resource, “A Blooming Story” (K–2) [also included at the end of this lesson]
• percussion instruments: bass or alto xylophones (C Pentatonic); alto or soprano 

metallophones or glockenspiels (C Pentatonic); triangles or finger cymbals; kazoos (optional)
• simple costume items (optional, for Extension) 

Sequence:
1. Read the story to the children; you may want to project the words on a whiteboard or other 

screen.
2. Let’s use different types of percussion instruments for each of these characters.”
3. K–1st grade: Divide class into two groups: Actors (Flowers), and Instrument Players 

2nd grade: Divide class into three groups: Narrators, Actors (Flowers), and Instrument 
Players 
 
Events in the Story and Corresponding Instrument Sounds 
 
planting and tossing seeds: alto or soprano metallophones or glockenspiels, set up in C 
Pentatonic (F and B bars removed ahead of time); or, tone bells (C, D, E, G, A); mallets 
water: ocean drum (add real water faucet if one is in room)  
bright warm sun: gong or chime tree (bell tree) 
birds sang: slide whistle, bird calls, or soprano recorders 
bad storm: spring drums, temple blocks [or: Teacher can lead a rainstorm with the whole 
class using body percussion, vocal, and found sounds; add “lightning” by having a student 
flash the overhead lights on and off] 
stems slowly grew (sound effect): alto or bass metallophones, in C Pentatonic, play from 
low to high 
stem sprouted, and another, and another: alto and soprano glockenspiels, in C 
Pentatonic, play from low to high 
all bloomed: all pitched mallet instruments play octave C’s. 
birds sang: (same as above) 
cut: woodblock 
fall down: cymbal crash 

http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=8
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4. Assign instrument parts. Allow time to try out instrument and to decide what to play; give 
practice time to each instrument. (2nd graders can set up the mallet instruments by carefully 
removing the F and B bars with two hands, one at the top of the bar and one at the bottom, 
and lifting the bar straight up first.)

5. “How will everyone know when to start and stop playing?” (when the conductor gives you a 
cue to start playing and a cut-off motion or gesture to stop playing – go over the meaning of 
these vocabulary words; add to Word Wall)

6. Have a group rehearsal: Practice reading the story and waiting for sounds each time a 
character is mentioned. “What could we improve upon?” Share responses.

7. Perform the music play. If possible, audio-record or video-record* and evaluate as a group. 
Consider performing the musical story for the classroom teacher, or others.

Closure/Questions:
1. What is the name of this piece?” (“Spring”) 
2. “Who composed this piece?” (Antonio Vivaldi)
3. “Why do you think so many people like this piece of music? What do you like about it?” 

(share answers)
4. “How did instruments help tell this story about spring? How did the composer Vivaldi make 

his music sound like spring?”
5. “What words have been added to our Word Wall today? What does each word mean, and 

how do we use it to describe music?” (share answers) 

Assessment/Evaluation:
Summative
[Name of Student] can describe why choosing some music instruments or sounds to represent 
something can help tell a story and/or uses musical vocabulary in describing the connection 
between sounds to represent or “stand for” characters or events in a story:
 …all of the time (a top rating of 5)
 …most of the time (4)
 …some of the time (3)
 …not yet (0–2)
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Summative
*Video-record the students after they have practiced their performance. Then have the class 
hear and watch their recorded performance; they fill out an Exit Slip or Rubric (self- and group-
evaluation form) on how they (or how they felt the class) performed their part. Engage 1st and 
2nd grade classes with more discussion about the video of their performance.

“Stretch” Activities, Extensions, Connections, and Follow-up Lessons:
• Listen to another movement from “Spring” by Vivaldi, or to his music for one of the other 

seasons (See also, “Past Shows” on CFK website.) 
• Listen and respond to other music about spring, such as “Appalachian Spring” by Copland.
• Do a similar activity with the children’s storybook, The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle.
• Share books about flowers. 
• Learn more about Vivaldi’s life by sharing Vivaldi’s biography from the Classics for Kids 

website.  
• Sing songs related to things in Spring, such as “John the Rabbit” or “Bee, Bee, Bumblebee”.
• Make an audio recording of the class’ “Rainstorm” and then evaluate it as a class. 

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Exit_slips_vivaldi.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/shows/pastshows.php
http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=16
http://www.classicsforkids.com/composers/composer_profile.php?id=79
http://www.classicsforkids.com/composers/composer_profile.php?id=79
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Circle_Game_for_Bumblebee_K5.pdf
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Teacher’s Resource, “A Blooming Story” 
by Phillip Jennings (adapted K. Edwards)

The story can be read to the class or used as narration (can be divided among 2nd grade student narrators).

To begin: Divide class into two different “flower beds,” gardens, or “pods” of flower bulbs: 
students kneel down and cover their heads as if they are a flower bulb or seed.

Note: The teacher may want to read the story first with a male farmer or gardener, then again 
with a female farmer or gardener; use appropriate pronouns.
* * * * 
One day a farmer (or gardener) decided to plant some flowers next to his/her pond. (S)He 
walked along, planting and tossing seeds (or bulbs) in his/her garden. [vibraslap or wind 
chimes]

(S)He watered the seeds. [ocean drum]

The next day, the bright, warm sun shone down on the seeds in the ground. [gong; seeds 
begin to reach up the sun from down in the ground]

The birds began to sing. [slide whistle, bird calls, or soprano recorder]

The following day, there was a very bad storm with lots of rain pouring down on the tiny 
seedlings. [spring drum and maracas; the seeds ‘shiver and shake’]

Over the next few weeks, each of the seeds had a sprout that stuck out of the ground 
[finger cymbals or triangles]…and then another [finger cymbals or triangles]…and another 
[finger cymbals or triangles]…and then more stems rose slowly out of the ground as the 
seedlings grew. [bass metallophone, starting low and ascending in C Pentatonic; children 
gradually stand up.]

Slowly, a leaf grew out of a stem… [alto and soprano glockenspiels play slowly any two notes 
in C Pentatonic, creating clusters.]…then another [Play cluster]….and another [play cluster]….
and some more…[play clusters; children stretch out arms and hands]…

And then all of the flowers bloomed! [Play octave C’s gradually louder as children dramatize 
blooming.]

And the birds sang! [slide whistle, bird calls, or soprano recorder; the seeds enjoy hearing the 
birds and move to the sounds]

[Optional funny ending]:
The next day, the farmer (or gardener) walked around to look at the beautiful flowers. 
Since his/her wife/husband liked flowers, (s)he snipped them all to make her/him a 
bouquet… [woodblock]. 

OH NO! [cymbal crash; students all fall down.]


